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Abstract: Introduction — Heavy metal storage and essential elements deficiency are two important issues in dialysis patients. Geographic region and dietary habits might affect essential trace elements concentration in body. Trace elements (TEs) status has not been studied previously in dialyzed patients in Ahvaz city. The aim of this study is to compare blood concentrations of six TEs between dialysis patients and normal group in Ahvaz, the center of Khuzestan province, in southwest of Iran.

Material and Methods — We studied 33 end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients and 33 normal cases. TEs assayed in serum samples, except lead, which assessed in whole blood. We used atomic absorption spectroscopy in this pressure. We used ANOVA and Tukey-HSD statistical analysis as well as binary logistic regression for calculating Odds ratio.

Results — There was a significant difference between case and control groups for magnesium (Mg), aluminium (Al) and lead (Pb) (P<0.05), but there was not a significant difference for copper (Cu) and selenium (Se) (P>0.05). Zinc (Zn) level change was not significant. Al and Pb level increased after dialysis but Mg level decreased. All calculated Odds ratios were weak for all investigated trace elements. Different results published about TEs level in ESRD patients. Increase in TEs level in case group may be as a result of chronic poisoning through dialysis and after dialysis hemoconcentration, respectively. In order to understand the exact reason of this observation we need comprehensive and monitored studies. TEs disturbances in Ahvaz ESRD patients imply the importance of periodically studies.

Conclusion — The most important interpretations and suggestions of this study is that the TEs level is different among different population.

The most important interpretations and suggestions of this study is that the TEs level is different among different populations. Then, Iranian health-providers should consider to TEs assessment in both healthy and patient cases. Periodical measurement of TEs is essential for ESRD patients and it can be helpful in preventing TEs deleterious effects.
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showed that there was a significant difference between healthy and patient group after dialysis in concentrations of Zn (P=0.000) but no significant difference with before dialysis (P=0.263). For Cu serum levels there was not any meaningful difference between healthy group and before dialysis (P=0.6) or after dialysis (P=0.758). Same results were obtained for Se serum levels (P=0.256 for before dialysis) and (P=0.353 for after dialysis). However, there were significant differences between healthy group and patient group before and after dialysis for Mg, Al and Pb (P<0.05). Odds ratio for estimating the chances of undergoing kidney disease according to the TEs concentrations were highly weak and insignificant (Table 1).

Discussion

Assessment of TEs can not be a good criterion for predicting kidney problems, according to Odds ratios. Kamińska-Galwa and his cooperators showed that serum Zn, Cu and Se levels of dialysis patients were lower than healthy cases they reported that concentrations of TEs decrease during hemodialysis [14]. This finding is in spite with our results for Zn; Se and Cu serum concentrations; these TEs were higher, however not significant, in hemodialysis patients. This discrepancy can be as a result of the population’s heterogenic nature or measurement technique sensitivity differences. Piechota and colleges have reported insignificant differences between ESRD patients and healthy group for Zn and Cu plasma levels but Mg level was higher in patients than control individuals [15]. Mansouri and his cooperators reported normal concentrations of Zn in uremic patients [16]. However Ellis reported low serum and plasma Zn but Zn urinary level showed increased status [17]. Gallery and coworkers have reported an acute Zn toxicity case who was on hemodialysis; their study implied the role of water resource that was used for hemodialysis. they suggested that a cumulative effect of dialysis treatment can cause Zn deficiency. This finding is also in a consistency with our results. According to the previous studies, Cu concentrations may be on the low or toxic levels in chronically impaired renal function patients as shown in our results.

Material and Methods

In this study 33 ESRD patients and 33 healthy cases randomly selected from a university hospital of Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences (Ahvaz, Iran). Mean and standard deviation (±SD) of patient and healthy group’s age was 54.8±15.65 for patient group and 50.09±9.7 for healthy group respectively (P=0.154). In the patient group, there were 16 (48.5%) males and 17 (51.5%) females; in the healthy group, there were 19 (57.6%) males and 14 (42.4%) females.

Serum samples collected for Zn, Se, Mg, Cu, Al and whole blood samples in ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA) containers collected for Pb measurements. Atomic absorption spectroscopy (Varian AA24o Atomic Absorption, USA) used to determination all of these elements. Determination of TEs was done on ESRD patient’s samples before and after dialysis. Single determination of TEs was done on control group samples.

All elements wavelengths (W) determined by air-acetylene flame and W of each element was W_Zn = 213 nm, W_Cu = 324 nm, W_Mg = 279 nm, W_Al = 308 nm, and W_Pb = 217 nm. An expert and specialized instrument operator did all measurements.

Statistical analysis was done by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) method and Tukey’s honest significance test (Tukey-HSD) of Post-hoc multiple comparisons for separate comparison between two groups. In addition, Odds ratio values were calculated using binary logistic regression. The confidence interval (CI) was considered in the range of 95% of normal distribution. SPSS ver.16 and Minitab ver.16 software were used for statistical analysis.

Results

Statistical analysis showed that there was a significant difference between all categories of subjects for serum Zn, Mg, Al and Pb (P<0.001) but there was not a significant difference for Cu (P=0.617) and Se (P=0.229) (Table 1).

Post-Hoc multiple comparisons using Tukey-HSD analysis showed that there was a significant difference between healthy group and patient group after dialysis in concentrations of Zn (P=0.000) but no significant difference with before dialysis (P=0.263). For Cu serum levels there was not any meaningful difference between healthy group and before dialysis (P=0.6) or after dialysis (P=0.758). Same results were obtained for Se serum levels (P=0.256 for before dialysis) and (P=0.353 for after dialysis). However, there were significant differences between healthy group and patient group before and after dialysis for Mg, Al and Pb (P<0.05). Odds ratio for estimating the chances of undergoing kidney disease according to the TEs concentrations were highly weak and insignificant (Table 1).
Various researchers reported different results for TEs. However, different dietary habits, geographical region of each area and the chance of exposure rate to each trace mineral may play a role in diversity of researcher’s reports. Reports suggest that TEs evaluation is a neglected clinical assessment in Iran and only an expert clinician requests such test. Additionally severe TEs poisoning or deficiency may be diagnosed clinically by patient’s history. Unfortunately most of clinical laboratories in Iran are not equipped with an atomic spectroscopic instrument to perform such tests. Nowadays, only chemical or biochemical colorimetric methods are used to measure some TEs such as Mg, Zn, Se and Cu however the accuracy of these assessments is under suspicious. Main issue about TEs in Iran is unfamiliarity of physicians and laboratory managers in Iran about the importance of TEs and their role in disease related conditions and disease development. Lee et al. have reported low levels of plasma Zn in 78% of hemodialysis cases, high plasma Al in 31% but normal Cu and Pb in most cases. In their study, most healthy cases showed significantly lower level of Al and Pb in plasma in compare to patient group. Furthermore, Cu and Zn were higher in healthy group. These findings are in accordance with our results for Al and Cu in hemodialysis patients but not for Zn. TEs level associate to various factors and imply the role of medications, environmental factors, diet and aging process [21]. Kazi et al. have shown that Al and Pb blood concentrations in chronic renal failure patients are significantly higher than healthy individuals; also dialysis reduce TEs concentration [22]. Jervis and coworkers showed that there is not any differences between Al contents of hair sample obtained from dialyzed patients and healthy groups [23]. As it is obvious, some studies confirm that Al and Pb may be overload in patients who are under dialysis; this finding was also obtained in our study. In our study, obtained results showed that:

i) Zn serum level was higher than healthy group especially after dialysis; this finding suggest that Zn is added to the patient’s blood stream during dialysis process or its concentrations raises due to the hemoconcentration phenomenon.

ii) Cu and Se serum levels were not changed significantly compared to normal group. Considering mentioned studies showed Cu and Se serum levels are expected to be lower than healthy group in our study, but our result was not so. It is suggested that there may be a balance between reception and delivery of these two elements during dialysis. However, it could not discussable prior to repetition and monitored assessments of TEs.

iii) Dialyzed patients have higher serum Mg levels even after dialysis; this may results to the chronic toxicity with Mg. Therefore, we suggest that Mg content assessment should be considered for chronically dialyzed patients.

iv) Serum Al and whole blood Pb levels increased after dialysis. Pre and post dialysis concentrations of Al and Pb were higher than healthy group.

Conclusion

This study implies the role of hemoconcentration phenomenon, which occurs after dialysis, or the addition of minerals to the blood flow during dialysis and via water resources used in dialysis process. Odds ratio analysis of current study showed that TEs level assessment is not associated with kidney disease. This may underestimate the importance of TEs ordering but we should not forget that TEs change is not the cause of kidney disease but it is a signature for kidney involvement, especially in the case of severe kidney diseases such as ESRD. Finally the most important interpretations and suggestions of the current study are these: the TEs variation is population dependent and TEs assessment should be considered by health-providers for Iranian’s healthy and patient populations. Periodical measurement of TEs, both essential and toxic, for ESRD patients could be helpful for preventing deleterious effects. Iranian’s clinicians should be familiar with the importance of trace minerals measurements and order TEs measurement by gold standard methods such as atomic absorption. Clinical laboratories should be equipped with the instruments assessing TEs, especially hospitals that admit ESRD or dialysis patients. Healthy populations also should be assessed for TEs because there isn’t any data, such as Khuzestan province.
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